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Politicians puzzled by petrol prices

By Brian Gross
Staff Writer

Consumers squawked when gasoline prices soared after Iraq invaded Kuwait and now politicians are scrambling to investigate why prices jumped so quickly.

Illinois Attorney General Neil Hartigan is meeting with attorney generals from other states in Washington, D.C. today to discuss the price surge, and U.S. Senator Paul Simon, D-Makanda, along with Illinois Attorney General Hanigan, said Cartville has asked the President to investigate the increases.

Hartigan has made it clear that the increase is not the fault of two consumers, threatens the economy of the state and raise questions of anti-trust suits. Charles Cleveland, a spokesman for Hartigan, said, "There's not that much oil involved (from Kuwait) to justify these increases," Cleveland said.

A high question the attorneys general have to ask is how prices rose so quickly, Peter Cunningham, another spokesman for Hartigan, said, "The prices went up the day after the invasion," Cunningham said. "The oil at the pump is not the same oil. That oil came out of the ground six months ago. It should go up a few months down the road, not the day after the invasion. (The oil companies) may be using it as an excuse to raise the price." Post has also questioned the increased price, "I don't think it's realistic. It's going to take months for new oil to come on line," the representative. Dave Stricklin, said. "That oil was long aged refined and delivered," Stricklin said. "It would take weeks or months for any particular supply to be affect and to see that kind of action come about.

Increased oil prices could create a ripple effect on the economy, Cunningham said. "Oil is such a basic, fundamental commodity that it could have a big impact," he said. "It affects the price of every business that uses electricity. That's how broad it could be. Every business that uses electric, their expenses and prices said go up and every consumer's costs go up," the attorney general will determine first if the oil companies are responsible for price gouging and second what civil action they should take to recover that money for consumers.

Hartigan is a member of the anti-trust committee of the National Association of Attorney Generals. The committee was a series of oil companies for approximately 55 billion, Cunningham said. Hartigan has also appointed Lee Brown as a special assistant to investigate the increases. Freeman, an anti-trust lawyer from Chicago, was given the power to subpoena oil company records.

"This is strong stuff," Cunningham said. "It sends a message to the oil companies that we're not kidding," Simon, in addition to asking President George Bush for action, is developing legislation with Senator Joseph Lieberman, D-Conn., to give more tools to the

U.S. program challenged by Iraqi tankers

MANAMA, Bahrain (UPI) - President Bush's interdiction program against Iraq faced its first challenges Sunday as two Iraqi oil tankers that already ignored U.S. warning shots were moving south through the Persian Gulf, shadowed by American warships.

Defense Secretary Dick Cheney, who was in the region to visit U.S. forces and Persian Gulf leaders, was monitoring the situation and talking to Washington by phone during his trip.

He became less talkative about the two Iraqi tankers during the day and refused to say what action, if any, would be taken to stop the vessels.

"After events proceed, we will tell the best of our ability to try to keep you informed," Cheney told reporters traveling with him.

Asked if Bush had backed away from his intention of using force if Iraqi ships since they apparently are still underway, Cheney, who seemed a bit tired, said, "No.,"

Cheney was also asked whether the issue of the approximately 3,000 American being held in Iraq and Iraqi-occupied Kuwait was affecting U.S. decision-making on the Iraqi ships.

We are concerned, obviously, about the Americans held in Iraq and Kuwait. We are also concerned about vessels that might try to violate the sanctions ... but the two are unrelated," he said.

Cheney made the statement in Bahrain after meeting with officers and crew members of the USS "Brave", the command ship of the U.S. Joint Task Force-Middle East, which has eight warships in the Persian Gulf, including the ship that fired the warning shots.

On the first day of Cheney's four-day trip to the region, Navy officials in the Red Sea said U.S. ships in the Persian Gulf had gone to 'alert status' Sunday after the figaree USS Reid had fired at least six warning shots. Since its "90 days, the ship was firing the warning shots.

On the first day of Cheney's four-day trip to the region, Navy officials in the Red Sea said U.S. ships in the Persian Gulf had gone to "alert status" Sunday after the figaree USS Reid had fired at least six warning shots. Since its "90 days, the ship was firing the warning shots.

Documents: U.S. Sen. Paul Simon leads candidates in money from labor PACs

WASHINGTON (UPI) - Sen. Paul Simon, D-Ill., has received nearly a million dollars from business-related political action committees and Sen. Paul Simon, D-Ill., leads all congressional candidates in money from labor PACs, according to a two-month, six-week report.

With less than three months to go before the Nov. 6, elections, PACs of all types are pouring thousands of dollars into races to try to help mold the makeup of the next Congress. Business and labor groups contribute more than 80 percent of the total.

Gus Bode, who is running well ahead in his run for re-election, has received $971,612 from business-related PACs, according to a two-month, six-week report, showed Sunday.

Sen. Jay Rockefeller, D-W. Va., who also is a fairly high ranked second among recipients of business-related PAC contributions, with $822,338. He was followed by Rep. Lynn Martin, R-Ill., who is challenging him, with $793,345 and G. Hank Brown, Republican

Gas Bode

Gus says labors PACs a punch for Simon.
**State fair to feature variety of events**

**By Jeff Bobbo**

Staff Writer

Horses and horsepower will head the list of a variety of sporting events appearing at the Du Quoin State Fair Aug. 25 through Sept. 3.

Harness racing begins at 1 p.m. Tuesday, Aug. 28 and concludes with the World Trotting Derby, Saturday, Sept. 1. The Derby will feature the world's premiere 3-year-old trotters.

"The highlights of the Derby will be going for a purse of $550,000, Du Quoin State Fair manager Mike DuBoise said, "but a total of $1,403,000 will be presented throughout the week's racing."
Iraq to let Westerners go only after troop pullout

By United Press International

Iraq President Saddam Hussein announced Sunday that nationals from the European countries would be permitted to leave Iraq and said he would allow other Westerners if the United Nations promised that U.S. troops would pull out of the region. Barrington, said he would accept a "commitment and a clear written pledge" from President Bush that the U.S. would withdraw U.S. troops from the Persian Gulf and Saudi Arabia.

Social Democrats break from E. Germany

EAST BERLIN (UPI) — The East German Social Democratic Party broke with the government Sunday, raising questions about the future of East Germany and the timetable of German unification. The action left the three conservative parties remaining in the 4-month-old government coalition of Prime Minister Lothar de Maiziere with 192 parliamentary votes, nine short of a simple majority. The break followed last week's dismissal of two SPD Cabinet ministers, who were largely blamed for the economic crisis in East Germany.

S. African factional battle increase death toll

SOWETO, South Africa (UPI) — Factional battles flared across the nation's largest black township and other settlements Sunday, pushing the death toll in the seventh day of slaughter close to 300 and injuries to at least 1,100, authorities said. Police and army units infiltrated the troubles areas, but could not stop sporadic and savage tribal-style fighting overnight between dozens of combatants wielding clubs, kettles and machetes. Witnesses reported two groups clashing in a 15-minute pre-dawn battle on one of Soweto's dirt highways.

Collision, gasoline spill in Delaware Bay

LEWES, Del. (UPI) — A Panamanian-taxed and a bizarre carrying more than 7 million gallons of gasoline and coal in cold oil collided in the Delaware Bay early Sunday, spilling 15,000 gallons of gas into the water, authorities said. In a statement Sunday, British Columbia-based BP said the gas was vaporizing quickly and was not expected to threaten the Delaware or New Jersey shorelines. The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration said, however, that a fish kill is likely. No one was injured in the collision.

Scientists call to test Hubble mirror ignored

DANBURY, Conn. (UPI) — The company that made the Hubble Space Telescope's mirrors ignored its top scientist's call for more testing, a call that could have detected the mirror's flaw, a published report said Sunday. An error in a "null corrector" led technicians in the optical systems division of the Perkin-Elmer Corp. to grind the Hubble's main mirror into a shape that now keeps the $1.5 billion telescope from focusing, NASA officials said last week. The Hartford Courant published a Hubble story that included interviews with scientists blaming cost overruns.

Violence at Indian burial site likely if not closed—leader

LEWISTOWN, Ind. — Indian groups, infuriated over a recent announcement by Governor James R. Thompson that an excavated Indian burial ground will remain open, have vowed to take action to close the site and have not ruled out violence as an alternative. Michael Haney, chairman of the United Indian Nations of Oklahoma, told the Chicago Sun-Times he has the backing of 300,000 members of 26 tribes in his effort to close the display, which Thompson said Thursday would remain open.
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Co-sponsored by The University Bookstore
Du Quoin State Fair to add variety, keep tradition

Features include big top circus, AgriLand snow, 1990 barefoot ski championship

By Wayne Wallace

STATE OFFICIALS are crossing their fingers that the 1990 Du Quoin State Fair will set the framework for future Du Quoin fairs. "The fair has to continue to grow and improve, it can't remain static," Jim Skilbeck, special assistant to Gov. Jim Thompson, announced Friday at a press tour of the fairgrounds.

Skilbeck said the strategy for this year's fair will be to mix new attractions with the established drawing cards.

PROVEN ATTRACTIONS like the World Treading Derby and big name entertainers at the Grandstand will return to the fair alongside such new features as a water ski stunt show by the Cypress Gardens water ski team and an old fashioned vetting Big Top circus, with three shows daily during the run of the fair.

Both the circus and the water ski show are free attractions and both are an attempt to reinforce themes of traditional family entertainment at the fair, Skilbeck said.

THE CYPRESS Gardens skiers will perform Aug. 31 through Sept. 3.

Another important first for the Du Quoin State Fair will come Aug. 22-26 as the fair hosts the 1990 National Barefoot Ski Championships sponsored by the American Water Ski Association.

"We have pretty good people that the Du Quoin State Fair is back," Skilbeck said. "You have to progress. We hope to show this year what the fair can be like in the future."

OF THIS YEAR'S 50th attractions, Skilbeck said, "They'll be creating new memories of the fair. It's a challenge to make these new things the tradition."

This will be the state's fifth year running the fair, "Mike DuBois, fair manager, said, "This is a fair that's come 360 degrees in its 68 years."

Dulbois said in the fair's glory days in the '40s and '50s, the Du Quoin State Fair was renowned for its beautifully manicured grounds and its harness racing.

"MANY LOCALS say it's a better fair now than it was at its original peak," Dulbois added.

Dulbois said the fair's strongest features... its variety and overall quality of events.

AgriLand has developed into possibly the best ag show in the country," Dulbois said of this year's annual farm and equipment demonstration.

"The beautiful grounds maintain the atmosphere of a traditional fair. Many people in Southern Illinois refer to this as their fair."

DUBOIS ESTIMATED last year's attendance figures at 425,340 and said the 1990 fair grossed $1.23 million in direct revenue to the state.

Dulbois said the fair kicks off this Friday with the traditional Twilight Parade at 6 p.m.

"Twilight Parade Classic" is the throne of this year's parade, which will feature area marching bands, beauty queens and Gov. Thompson.

THOMPSON will officially open the 68th Annual Du Quoin State Fair at 10 a.m. this Saturday with a ribbon cutting ceremony at the front gate.

Gates will be open daily through Labor Day. Parking costs $5 per vehicle. Admission to the grounds is free.
SUMMER TANS are fading, the leaves soon will burst into color and students must gear up for a semester of new challenges, demands and dreams.

The fall semester begins once again, and students are settling into the familiar, but never predictable, grind of academic life. As with every semester, this one promises to be complete with homework, tests, sports, parties and plenty of stress.

Although other surprises may pop up along the way, there won't be any shocks concerning the Halloween street party and tuition hikes for undergraduates.

The CARBONDALE City Council hammered the final nail into the Halloween coffin last year by repealing Halloween Fair Days ordinance that set up the guidelines for the yearly bash. The University administration killed any hope of reinstatement on the street party by installing a fall break. This year the students' Thanksgiving break will be shortened to a mere two days, but students will get the extra three days off when the University shuts down through the controversial Halloween holiday.

We agree to putting an end to the potentially dangerous street party. Old habits are hard and this was particularly true during the "banned" celebration last year. The city spent nearly $19,000 putting an end to the situation, but almost 5,000 party revelers refused to let the party die. Fall break is in place; the fair days ordinance has been repealed. The party is over. Let's show the community SIU-C is much more than a party; school by letting the street party die peacefully.

anoother thing this semester is that tuition won't be raised for undergraduates. The General Assembly approved the $85.5 million for SIU. The money appropriated is a 2.4 percent increase over last year, but Chancellor Lawrence K. Pettit said SIU will barely get by because of inflation. A tight budget will keep the University from getting anything extra, but fortunately tuition rates for undergraduates will remain the same.

We applaud efforts by both the Board of Trustees and the General Assembly in decisions to freeze tuition rates, thus easing the escalating costs of higher education. Law students, however, won't have it so easy: They are faced with a 51 percent tuition hike over the next three years.

While Tuition Rates and the installation of the fall break are two constant factors for the upcoming semester, whether or not the Undergraduate Student Government will have enough time to make its case to be served. Four weeks of name-calling, nasty note writing, back stabbing and general discontent among members last semester, the USG was still unable to elect a president.

In the midst of the incessant squabbling, the real issues were lost. This October the USG presidential hopefuls will have a chance to once again redeem themselves. Maybe this time those involved with the election will be mature enough to elect a president that will give the leadership a fresh perspective. In addition to the USG election, a statewide election, including a heated gubernatorial race, will take place in November. All students should exercise their right to vote.

We encourage everyone to get involved this semester. From being a responsible USG party, but don't get involved in the Hallow, en celebration this year. We've come back all the students and urge them to make the most of the new semester that lies before us.
Iraq from Page 1

sea, confirmed the firing when he arrived at a Saudi Arab air base early yesterday, said US and Iraqi forces had exchanged fire. "I am aware that in the Persian Gulf yesterday, as part of our interception operations, one of our vessels did fire warning shots near an Iraqi vessel," Cheney told reporters, apparently mentioning one of the Iranian vessels. "At this point, the Iraqi vessels are still under surveillance. They are not close to any port or any harbor at this point. Our vessels continue to maintain that surveillance."

"I wouldn't want to speculate what happens next," Cheney said. "We obviously are prepared to see to it that the sanctions that the United Nations have placed on them and the actions of the officers of the legitimate government asked us to undertake are carried out." The Iraqi tankers in question that are coming down or out of the Persian Gulf continue to be under surveillance of US forces, he said.

The tankers are believed to be leaving Iraq, despite reports that they are moving south, away from Iraq.

Bush ordered US forces Thursday night to interdict actions that the officers of the Persian Gulf are taking, particularly concerning vessels with the Iraqis, said the US acting defense secretary.

"If we now have a situation in which the tankers, such as their location in the Persian Gulf or their movement, is for the Iraqi regime, then we will be getting to try to get around those sanctions," he said.

The United States ... is interested in seeing to it that the sanctions are maintained.

But also, if necessary, we will use US military forces to carry out the instructions of the president to intercept shipping that is in violation of those sanctions," he said.

Cheney is on his first visit to the region since Accompanied by US forces to Saudi Arabia to determine possible Iraqi attack, following Iraq's invasion of Kuwait.

The UN Security Council adopted the economic embargo in response to Iraq's invasion of Kuwait.

In his comments to reporters in Bahrain, Cheney said the United States was working both diplomatically to seek cooperation from all nations and militarily to intercept ships that may be trying to break the sanctions.

In his Interasco meetings, Cheney declined to discuss specifics about the Iraqi tankers, such as their location in the Persian Gulf or whether the US Military is trying to get them to leave.

"We have under surveillance a number of vessels in the gulf and the Red Sea that may or may not be trying to get around the sanctions," he said.

"The United States ... is interested in seeing to it that the sanctions are maintained.

But also, if necessary, we will use US military forces to carry out the instructions of the president to intercept shipping that is in violation of those sanctions," he said.

Cheney is on his first visit to the region since Accompanied by US forces to Saudi Arabia to determine possible Iraqi attack, following Iraq's invasion of Kuwait.

The United States has some 30 warships in the region, including three aircraft carriers and a battleship, and more than 140 Air Force fighters and bombers in the largest military buildup since the US military supplied military aid to Saudi Arabia.

More than 45,000 US troops have been deployed in northeastern Saudi Arabia, near Iraqi-occupied Kuwait, as part of the US-led coalition in the region.

More than 100,000 people are expected to attend the US military's 8:00 AM, 1:00 PM, and 4:00 PM memorial ceremonies on Sept. 11.

At SJU-C all students pay a maximum activity fee which last year was reduced to $200 to support child care services.

TIPS, from Page 1

- Don't overfill the gas tank. Leave about a quarter of a tank when the automatic valve closes. This eliminates any chance of evaporative emissions.

- Remove unnecessary weight from the car. The lighter the car, the less gas it uses. An extra 100 pounds decreases gas mileage about 1 percent for the average car and 1.25 percent for small cars.

- A minimum amount of brake fluid. There is a brake light on the dash if you need to change it and your foot off the accelerator as soon as possible. This can save your light or traffic at the light.

FEES, from Page 1

At SJU-C all students pay a mandatory activity fee which last year was reduced to $200 to support child care services.

"Some universities may include their student center fee as part of the activity fee. In the future it may be good to get a list of activities included in the fee to see how they are separated out."

— Susan Hall

ALTHOUGH SJU-C charges the lowest mandatory fee out of the 12 universities that were audited, the funds allowed to child care are almost as small as all of the others. Everyone pays a child care fee as part of student fees at SJU-C, but not everyone needs child care, said Susan Hall, chairperson on the Illinois Student Association.

"The other universities may have IPACS from page 1

candidate for the open Senate seat in Colorado, with $767,182.

Total from all labor PACs were not as high as from business but still substantial.


The total were compiled from reports filed with the Federal Election Commission. Simon also finished first among recipients of money from enditem PACs, $20,000, and from liberal ideological groups, $49,225.

Sen. Jesse Helms, R-N.C., was first among conservative groups with $21,990 and Levin among PACs promoting Israeli interests, $155,900.

In addition to getting the second highest total of labor business money, Rockefeller also ranked eighth among labor PACs with $74,730.

Four other Democratic senators ranked in the top 15 in both business and labor PACs. They were: S. Dixon of Nebraska, eighth in business with $735,444 and sixth in labor with $189,150; Max Baucus of Montana, ninth in business with $590,211 and seventh in labor with $186,450; Howard Heflin of Alabama, 12th in business with $567,765 and 14th in labor with $120,250, and Bill Bradley of New Jersey, 14th in business with $595,372 and 15th in labor with $113,500.

Candidates for House seats received less on the average than Senate candidates but some significant sums were rolled up.


He was followed by the two House leaders — Republican Bob Michel of Illinois with $383,305 and Democrat Richard Gephardt of Missouri with $334,910.

In addition to the 20 top recipients of labor PAC money all ran in special elections during the Jan. 1, 1990- July 1990 period, which allowed them to collect additional money for that race.

The top three recipients of labor PAC money all ran in special elections during the Jan. 1, 1990- July 1990 period, which allowed them to collect additional money for that race.

"Congress is out of session and it moves more slowly," Carl said. "It's been pretty slow and some of these proposals did have an immediate effect."

The President, congressional hearings and public outcomes have all put pressure on the oil companies, Steckin said.

"This just smacks of somebody taking advantage of a situation," Steckin said.

PRICES, from Page 1

President to act with situations that result in illegal gag orders, media and the administration and special agencies with the authority to monitor these cases can move faster to prevent the gag orders, said Col. Carole C. Carle.

"Congress is out of session and it moves more slowly," Carl said. "It's been pretty slow and some of these proposals did have an immediate effect."

The President, congressional hearings and public outcomes have all put pressure on the oil companies, Steckin said.

"This just smacks of somebody taking advantage of a situation," Steckin said.

say, for example, that their experience is accumulated.
WE'RE READY
Are You?

PROFESSOR PUBLISHING

- We will have class materials ready within 24-48 hours.
- Your students get the benefit of a customized text, specified to your methods and course content.
- Late textbooks should not stand in the way of a good education. Call Kinko's, we'll contact the publishers and secure permission to reproduce the first few chapters of your book.
- Class packets are copied on recycled paper at no additional cost.

SELF-SERVE COPIES

- 3 1/2¢ for 8.5x11 standard white self-serve copies Aug. 20-31, 1990.
- Highest quality self-serve machines in the area.
- OPEN 24 HOURS for you copy maniacs!

SCHOOL/ART SUPPLIES

- Computer and Architectural supplies.
- Art supplies — Berol Prisma Color Markers & Pencils.
- Wide selection of markers, pens, & pencils.

kinko's
the copy center
549-0788 On The Island
Recycling center to expand in operations, local services

Owner of local center says he hopes to accept metal cans, hire more people and establish area drop-off sites for items

By Todd Gardner
Staff Writer

HELPING THE public, saving landfill space and making a profit are what motivated George Cullum to open East Side Recycling Center on Martin Street in Marion. But he believes the job holds an obligation as well.

"The recycling center is taking all types of plastic including plastic foam, metal cans and glossy magazines along with the standard news papers, glass, aluminum and cardboard.

"WHEN WE started this thing we decided it was going to be a recycling center," Cullum said. "And if you're a true recycling center, you take everything there's a market for." Near most recycling business don't take plastic and metal cans, which have resale markets too far away for them to recover their shipping costs. But Cullum is hoping that he can collect a large enough volume of each item that he can make a profit.

"WE NEED 30-40 thousand pounds of each to ship and get contracts to put them in," Cullum said. He now has enough volume to ship, said Cullum adding that plastic film and metal cans are sorted by color and type, making 30-40 pounds of each different type needed for a shipment.

"I'd like to see more people get interested in it (recycling). But we're getting a good turnout," he said.

TO ENCOURAGE people to bring in their recycleable, Cullum is making it easy as possible by not requiring people to sort their plastics or remove packaging labels. All people are asked to do is separate glass and remove all lids.

"When we started this thing we decided it was going to be a recycling center. And if you're a true recycling, you take everything there's a market for."

--George Cullum

CULLUM SEES himself as getting in on the ground floor of an expanding industry hopes that in the future he can begin buying from smaller dealers to get the volume to ship.

He is currently working alone and stockpiling items, but as he begins sorting and shipping, he will hire five people. He would also like to make arrangements with people in the area communities that would set up drop off points where he could make weekly pickups.

"He is also preparing for what the future may hold by stockpiling plastic foam or glossy magazines. They currently have no market... but he is hoping that when a market appears he will have enough to make a shipment.

RECYCLING IS so new that some programs are getting ahead of what the manufactures take, which has been evident in newspapers.

"I think we have a pretty good program started," he said. "Hopefully down the road we'll have better markets." Cullum said that the one way markets are going to improve is when people start buying products made from recycled materials and force manufactures to use the materials.

THE LOW demand for recycled materials means that people won't get rich from their weekly trash. The Center is currently giving a penny a pound for plastic glass and tin and accepting cardboard and paper. Aluminum and other metals are dependent on the going market price.

"When someone 's in their weekly stuff and walk out with 15 cents, they aren't doing it for the money. They want to do what is right," Cullum said.

Campus Fest '90 features activities and information

By Eric Reyes
Staff Writer

If taking a peek at Orion Pictures' upcoming movie releases, munching on free candy bars or uping a scene from a CBS soap opera sounds like it might be fun, then you might want to try it on over to Campus Fest '90.

Campus Fest, sponsored by the Student Body Organization, is happening from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. today and Tuesday in the Student Union. Jim Skirch, director of the bookstore, said.

"There is little something for everybody out there," Skirch said. "There will be all kinds of free stuff and prizes."

Campus Fest features product sampling, games, free gifts, special offers and demonstrations by local and national advertisers such as Calvin Klein, Hershey's and Neusewark.

Orion pictures will be previewing portions of five different films coming out this fall, Skirch said.

IBM will be demonstrating computers and giving away an IBM computer. CD players, IBM and TWA tickets in their advertisements.

The CBS College Tour at Campus Fest will feature a recreation of part of "The Young and the Restless" set. Students will get a change to read a one-minute script and receive a free video tape of their performance.

Art of Studio CBS, L'Oreal will provide cosmetic and hairstyling tips and distribute hair care and make-up samples.

Organizers call the event a combination of education with information, advertising and promotion.

**THE KNOCKOUT SHOPPERS RECOGNIZED:**

1. Mr. John Doe,
2. Mr. John Smith,
3. Mr. John Jones

"If you're buying from the Knockout Shoppers, you're helping to make this country become crime free," Beatrice said.
Visiting professor dies in Moscow, known for literature translations

By Stephanie Steirer
Staff Writer

Michael Glenny, who was recognized by his colleagues as the greatest translator of Russian literature and drama in the West, died Aug. 1 in Moscow at the age of 69.

From 1986 to 1988, Glenny was a visiting professor at SIU-C, where he researched the Eisenstein papers: "The A Theory of Montage." Under a grant from the National Endowment of the Humanities. He also worked at the Center for Soviet and Eastern European Studies at SIU-C.

"He was an incredibly likeable man with a great sense of humor," said Richard Blumenberg, a professor of cinema and photography, who was a close friend of Glenny. "He knew how to live and he knew the value of life. His intelligence was wide-ranging." He was one of three who translated Scholzennyn's "The First Circle." He then went on to translate Mikhail Bulgakov, a Soviet novelist and playwright of the 1920s and 1930s, to the English speaking world.

The Harvill Press commissioned Glenny to translate Bulgakov's "The Master and Margarita." He then took it upon himself to translate Bulgakov's earlier novel, "The White Guard." Glenny's talents were not limited to only the translation of books. He also brought modern Soviet culture to the West.

One such play was Gubarov's "Sarcophagus," a journalistic drama, which was written during the Chernobyl disaster and was performed by the Royal Shakespeare Company in 1987. Earlier that year Glenny finished the translation of Boris Yeltsin's "Against the Grain." This was his last publication.

Glenny, who was sponsored by the army to learn Russian, studied at Radley College and Christ Church in Oxford. He graduated in 1951.

In 1967, he began his doctorate as a Russian literature and history at St. Anthony's College. Oxford. However, Glenny did not complete his doctorate because of the demands created by his work as a full-time translator of Russian literature.

SIU-C traffic division implements higher parking fines, additional red decal spaces

By Leslie Cop
Staff Writer

Students eligible for red parking decals now have 200 more parking spaces to fight for.

Lot 59, southwest of Lesser Law Building has been expanded by 258 spaces and lot 29 southwest of the Arena is now 32 spaces larger.

Changes also have been made in several other lots.

Only the first three rows on the south end of lot four, north of Thompson Pav, are approved for red overnight parking. Lot 23, on the corner of Oakland Avenue and Douglas Drive no longer has spaces for vehicles with green storage decals. It is now entirely red overnight parking, and only two rows are available for green storage parking in lot 59.

Although Coordinator of Parking and Traffic, Marilyn Hogan, said she thinks anything will help the current parking problems, she said that even before the new parking spaces, there were empty spaces within three blocks of campus. "People just don't want to walk," she said.

In addition to parking lot changes, the fine for parking in a lot with the wrong decal is now $15. At this time, a blue decal is $30, red and green decals cost $10 and a yellow decal is $2. Until a decal is purchased, however, four lots may be parked in for the first week of classes: lots 56, 59, 100 and 106.

Lot 56 is south of the Arena, lot 59 is southwest of Lesser Law Building, lot 100 is north of the Recreation Center and lot 106 is east of University Park.

Blue decals may be purchased by full-time faculty and staff.

ACHIEVING BEEFNESS AT SIU-C...

A CALENDAR OF WELLNESS ACTIVITIES AT SIUC

LIGHT AEROBICS- Meets Monday, Wednesday and Friday, August 27, 29 & 31, 5-6 p.m., at the Recreation Center. Join in this gentle aerobic workout including mini-lectures on fitness and weight control as well as relaxation exercises.

BIRTH CONTROL UPDATE: A single session workshop co-sponsored by the Wellness Center and the Health Service Clinic that addresses differences of birth control methods, advantages, and disadvantages of birth control. Don't wait to learn about birth control until it's too late.

HOW SAFE IS SEX?- Tuesday, September 18, 7-9 p.m., Rooms 10, 11, 12. Students Center. Don't become one of the STI statistic. Learn to have sex with the negative consequences.

RELAX: Wednesday, September 9, 2-4 p.m., Room 10. Learn to relax and a half packed full of the latest and most powerful stress busters.

"SLAY THE TEMPORAL DRAGON," Wednesday, September 19, 3-6 p.m and 5-8 p.m., Illinois Room, Student Center. Is globalization your ultimate goal? Learn the basic tools management techniques to prevent the "Temporal Dragon" from taking over your campus.

FREEDOM FROM SMOKING- Meets Tuesdays in the Sangamon Room, Student Center, beginning September 10, 7-8:30 p.m., for four weeks. In only four weeks learn how to manage your eating style, develop an exercise program, and build a support system for yourself.

ADULT CHILD ASSISTANCE CLASS- Meets Tuesdays in the Saline Room, Student Center, beginning September 11, 1-4, for five weeks.

HAVE YOU THOUGHT ABOUT BIRTH CONTROL?- Wednesday, September 12, 7-9 p.m., Illinois Room, Student Center. Learn about different birth control methods, advantages, and disadvantages of birth control. Don't wait to learn about birth control until it's too late.

HOW SAFE IS SEX?- Tuesday, September 18, 7-9 p.m., Rooms 10, 11, 12. Students Center. Don't become one of the STI statistic. Learn to have sex with the negative consequences.

RELAX: Wednesday, September 9, 2-4 p.m., Room 10. Learn to relax and a half packed full of the latest and most powerful stress busters.

"SLAY THE TEMPORAL DRAGON," Wednesday, September 19, 3-6 p.m and 5-8 p.m., Illinois Room, Student Center. Is globalization your ultimate goal? Learn the basic tools management techniques to prevent the "Temporal Dragon" from taking over your campus.

FREEDOM FROM SMOKING- Meets Tuesdays in the Sangamon Room, Student Center, beginning September 25, from 4-6 p.m., for seven weeks. Want to stop smoking? This group is for you who are serious about quitting. If you have tried, but failed, now is the time to stop with the approval of your doctor.

SELF ESTEEM FOR HEALTHY LIVING- Introductory workshop, Thursday, September 27, 7-9 p.m., Kokakikia Room, Student Center. A healthy self-esteem is your foundation for happy relationships and successful personal and career goals. Begin the self-esteem adventure of a new life.

DANGERS OF DATING- Thursday, September 27, 7-9 p.m., Illinois Room, Student Center. Do you know how to date safely? Join us for an informal discussion on the problem of acquaintance rape on college campuses.

For more information on the above groups and workshops call the Wellness Center at 536-4441.
Energy efforts run out of gas

Trends to conserve sluggish despite presidential plans

News Analysis

WASHINGTON (UPI) — President Bush, picking up a torch last raised by President Jimmy Carter, has once again called on Americans to save energy. But his own commitment to conservation — such as requiring more fuel-efficient cars — appears wishy-washy at best.

As with Carter's 1977 call for an energy conservation campaign that would be the "moral equivalent of war," Bush's appeal comes amid Midwest turgescence that has hardly reminded the United States of its heavy dependence on foreign oil by pushing up gasoline prices 15 cents a gallon within a week.

However, conservation proponents are not expecting any bold new energy-efficiency policies from the administration anytime soon.

Marc Lobdell, senior associate with the Am-rican Council for Energy-Efficient Economy, said he detected some of urgency about America's foreign oil addiction when he met with Energy Department officials last week to push sweeping new conservation initiatives.

"One of the underlying assumptions (among department officials) was we are not facing an energy crisis and consequent strong measures are not needed," Lobdell said.

"They are not looking at anything that would be more than modest changes," he said. "We don't expect them to do anything significant."

On a personal level, Bush's dedication to saving energy also appears questionable. Shortly after going on national television to urge Americans to cut back on unnecessary energy use, Bush was roaring around his oceanfront vacation home in Kennebunkport, Maine, in his huge powerboat, Fidelity, which reportedly guzzles 25 gallons of gasoline an hour.

Fortunately for Bush, the nation is better equipped to cope with oil shocks now than it was in the 1970s due to widespread energy efficiency improvements brought on by Carter's efforts and the high oil prices of the past.

The clearest evidence of the country's progress: U.S. energy consumption has increased only 8 percent since 1973 while the economy has grown by 50 percent.

The picture promises to brighten further as renewable energy sources such as solar, wind and hydroelectric power become cheaper and more competitive.

The bad news is the drive for greater efficiency has virtually disappeared in the last two years, though the nation still uses twice as much energy to produce a dollar's worth of goods as Europe and Japan.

Worse, declining domestic oil production and enticingly low oil prices during the 1980s reversed the American appetite for foreign imports and sent the country back to the bad old days of the late 1970s.

The United States now imports 8.4 million barrels a day — approaching the 1979 level of 8.5 million barrels a day. Foreign oil supplied a record 30 percent of U.S. demand in the first half of 1990, with 25 percent coming from the Middle East.

When faced with his energy problems, Carter turned to a crash national program to reduce oil use and develop synthetic fuels derived from domestic resources such as coal and oil shale. The effort had mixed results, with real strides being made in conservation while synthetic fuels flopped because of high costs.

But with the nation now registering another energy surge, Bush has done little to encourage conservation or alternative energy sources. To date, his Energy Department has put forward only a few minor initiatives to promote more efficient lighting and building insulation codes, accelerate the commercialization of solar energy and expand hydropower.

While administration officials touted it as a "major initiative," Lobdell said, "I think it was a fairly small package that war not nearly as bold as the way it was sold. The package was not aggressive."

One of the Bush proposals that could have greatly reduced U.S. oil consumption — nears production of cars that could run on natural gas or grain alcohol — was largely abandoned by the administration in the face of strong opposition by the influential Big Oil and Big Auto lobbies.

At the same time, the administration has resisted efforts in Congress to raise fuel economy requirements for new cars to 40 miles per gallon by the year 2000. That legislation, likely to be "killed by the Senate this fall," was needed to permanently limit oil demand by 2.8 million barrels per day — one-third of current oil imports.

Polls show strong public support for greater conservation efforts.
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VISA, MASTERCARD ACCEPTED
Saluki Fair spotlights SIU-C groups

By Shonda Talercio
Staff Writer

New University students were given the opportunity to meet with representatives from more than 100 Registered Student Organizations at the informational Saluki Fair Friday.

The fair is a part of the University's New Student Organization Program and provides an opportunity for new students to get involved, said Assistant Director of Student Development Dan Nadler. Clubs are set up at the fair and prospective members can sign up for details about what clubs or organizations offer.

"About 20 percent will actually do something," said Aaron Addison, referring to about 20 people who were interested in the Caving Club. Addison, a junior in forestry from Murphysboro, has been a member for three years.

Organizations are able to contact students at the fair, Nadler said. "We get back 10 students within 24 hours," said Greg Nordell, representative of the InterVarsity Christian Fellowship. Nordell, a junior in journalism from Lebanon, is a member of the interdenominational Christian group. "We give a message through our singing and small Bible studies on and off campus."

The SIU Sky Dogs also keep in contact with their prospects, club faculty adviser John Cotter said. Events like these are excellent for establishing contacts because it brings in new people to get active, he said. Especially the freshman students, who will be around for a long time and contribute to the survival and smooth organization of the club. Cotter, an assistant professor in aviation technologies in the College of Technical Careers, said.

The Saluki Fair has been a part of SIU-C's orientation program for the past seven years, Nadler said. "We've had really good participation in the event. It's been very successful," he said. SIU-C has more than 300 RSOs on campus.

Heave ho

Dave Folmer, left of Collinsville helps his brother Jeff, a sophomore in mechanical engineering also from Collinsville, move a couch on Sunday afternoon into his room in Brown Hall on Thompson Point.

Staff Photo by Hildi Dedrick
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First National Bank and Trust Company
Carbondale, Illinois
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Student Loans
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Drive In
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457-3381
509 S. University Ave.
WASHINGTON (UPI) — While opening mail, Carol Fennelly rambles on about a meeting with local government officials on Initiative 17, the 1984 Snyder-inspired ordinance that guaranteed overnight shelter in Washington to anyone in need. The landmark law was repealed this summer. In the weeks before Mitch Snyder hanged himself at the shelter he nearly died in, Snyder had vowed to force a November referendum to reinstate it.

Fennelly has recruited some 500 volunteers who spread themselves throughout the nation's capital, gathering 42,000 signatures. Three times the number needed to place the issue again before the voters.

Fennelly carries on
Snyder's struggle for homeless

**Decision to hold youths in rape case criticized**

NEW YORK (UPI) — Three youths convicted of raping and brutally beating a female jogger in Central Park spent Sunday at the Rikers Island jail as supporters of the teen defendants renewed their appeals. A judge's decision to revoke bail in the case.

Yasir Salaam, 16, Anton McCray, 16, and Raymond Santana, 15, were found guilty Tuesday in a series of lesser charges in the April 19, 1989, attack on the jogger. But the jury was deadlocked on attempted murder, the most serious charge against them.

McCray's father, Bobby McCray, Sunday knocked down television and radio equipment outside his Harlem apartment building as reporters gathered for a new conference by the Rev. Al Sharpton, who has been a family advisor.

The flamboyant minister said the elder McCray was "very upset his son is on Rikers" and criticized Justice Thomas Gagliano's decision to revoke bail for Salaam and McCray. Santana has been unable to make bail.

Sharpton said holding the three on Rikers represented a "double standard" for black defendants because up until Lorna Hinesley and the Howard Beach racial killers were allowed to remain free on bail after their convictions pending appeal.

Sharpton said the McCray family would use bail money to fund an appeal.

The three youths face five to 10 years in prison when they are sentenced Sept. 11.

The three were part of a gang of about 30 teenagers who entered Central Park on April 19, 1989, with plans to go "wildey" — randomly beating and mugging passers-by.

During the two-hour rampage, the gang attacked a woman and a couple on a tandem bicycle and a male bicyclist before attacking the woman jogger, who was beaten, reportedly raped and left for dead.

The trial was the first in a series for six youths indicted in the attack. The others will go to trial at a later date.

Howard Diller, a lawyer for one of the remaining defendants, Kevin Richardson, said he was "dismayed" the judge would not leave the defendants free.

He said the three seem "should have been enjoying the full benefits of our legal system," especially in light of what he called their "good track record."

Collin Moore, the lawyer for Kharey Wise, who is awaiting a separate trial for rape and attempted murder of the jogger, called Saturday's verdict "a travesty of justice."

"I think it was a compromise verdict," he said, noting the trio was cleared of the attempted murder charge. "It was not a logical verdict."

"I think the jurors were obviously correct in exonerating the defendants on attempted murder, because there was no intent."

But, he said, "The jurors should have displayed courage and exonerated them of rape. There was no evidence, therefore there was no crime."
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Evening child care offers new drop-in service

By Brandi Tipp
Staff Writer

Parents in the Southern Illinois University community have a new option for childcare this year. The evening Child Care program was introduced last semester and is designed to support students, faculty and staff who are on campus at night.

"We try to support the growth and development of the children," said Susan Saul of the Child Development Laboratory, "We have a learning center environment.

"We have an art area, a sensory area to enhance their use of their senses, and we even have pets which the children take care of themselves," she said. The center has a safe environment for outdoor play even after dark.

"Sometimes we go out and watch the stars and the moon with the children," Saul said.

With all these activities and more, a child can choose their own direction.

There are two categories of children who are toddlers, ages 15 months to 2 years old. The second is preschoolers, ages 3 to 7. The children are separated into their own age groups but do play together at times.

"The older children seem to enjoy being with the younger children," said Saul. It's kind of a brother sister atmosphere.

Another aspect of the evening care program is the Drop-In Care. It is first come first serve but parents only pay when they use the service, she said. Instead of paying for specific nights each week, parents who have a special event to attend or just need time to study take advantage of the service.

"It's a small program and it's growing fast," said Saul.

There are a lot more non-traditional students returning to school who have children and more demand for care over the breaks than there used to be, Saul said.

I've gone wonderful positive support from the parents and they say that they don't worry about their children," Saul said.

"Anybody who is interested should contact us," she said. "If we need to, we can start a waiting list but that hasn't been necessary yet."

This program is made possible by the joint efforts of the Department of Curriculum and Instruction, the College of Education, the President's Office, the Affirmative Action Office and the Vice President for Student Affairs.

The day care of the Child Development Laboratories has been operating since Quigley Hall was constructed in 1957.

The Evening Care and the Day Care Programs are accredited by the National Academy of Early Childhood Programs.

---

TV viewing may be a substance abuse

By Carol Gentry
St. Petersburg Times

BOSTON — Americans have been seduced into a cocoon of television dependency, psychologists say, and are letting hucksters raise their children.

Studies indicate Americans are slaves to the set. Children watch 20-25 hours a week, on average, and their parents devote even more time to TV — the equivalent of 24 hours a day, every day, for two months each year.

"It is a pollution of the mind," says Dr. Robert Kubey of Rutgers University. Unless the public revolts, he says, "We are going to continue to be fed synthesized, easily digestible junk."

A chorus of alarm about television's growing influence was raised at the recent American Psychological Association conference here.

Some experts say television is inherently harmful because of its stupifying effects. Others say television itself isn't harmful but what is being shown is.

Millions of Americans are so hooked on TV that they fit the criteria for substance abuse in the official psychiatric manual, says Kubey, co-author of "Television and the Quality of Life: How Viewing Shapes Everyday Experience."

Heavy viewers display five dependency symptoms, he says, two more than necessary to arrive at a clinical diagnosis of substance abuse.

- While meaning to watch only a program or two, most TV viewers end up watching hour after hour. This is similar to the mistake made by alcoholics who think they can have just one drink, or former smokers who think one cigarette won't hurt.

- Important family or personal activities get canceled or reduced to fit in with television. One thing that suffers is health, since heavy viewers don't get much exercise.

- Another is family relationships. "Family members often feel they have to compete with captivating television personalities for the attention of their family," Kubey says. Indeed, some viewers use television to avoid being with their family, he adds.

- Viewers find it more difficult to turn the television off the longer they view. By many measures, viewers become passive after watching television a while, Kubey says, and the effect persists after the set is off.

- Withdrawal symptoms set in when heavy viewers stop or cut back their tube time.

- Those who watch a great deal of television get less enjoyment out of it than those who watch less often, the researcher found. "The more they watch, the worse they feel," Kubey says.

---
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Engineers study data from Magellan probe, examine photos of Venus' surface

PASADENA, Calif. (UPI) — Engineers maintained contact with the Magellan Venus probe Sunday, buoyed by "exciting" pictures of the planet's hidden surface and confident about preventing another radio blackout like one last week that interrupted the mission.

Even with the delay, Magellan science manager Tommy Thompson said Sunday's events were an admirably optimistic schedule indicator. The spacecraft could be ready to begin around-the-clock mapping operations as early as Sept. 1.

Project officials scheduled a news conference Tuesday to release the first radar pictures from Magellan, test images that engineers took last week before a computer glitch threw the probe into a protective state of hibernation and reverted it out of contact with Earth for more than 14 hours.

"The resolution is good," Thompson said of the clarity of the images. "We have much more image data than we expected. We originally hypothesized we'd only get 10 or 11 spots along the orbit. Instead, we have imagery almost along the entire orbit."

Magellan uses radar beams to penetrate the clouds that perpetually blanket Venus. By subjecting the radar data to intensive computer processing on Earth, scientists can generate photo-like images showing surface features as small as a football field, 10 times better than any previous effort.

Thompson would not discuss Magellan's test photos prior to the news conference Tuesday, saying only, "We got something exciting."

But other officials have said the images show volcanoes, mountain flows and other violent topography, a hint of the wealth of revolutionary data Magellan will beam back to Earth during the course of its $551 million, 243-day mission to map at least 90 percent of Venus' surface.

First, however, engineers must work out the bugs in the system and find out what caused Magellan, which dropped into orbit around Venus Aug. 10, to lose contact with Earth last Thursday.

Engineers may spend the day Sunday sifting through reams of computer data beamed back to Earth from Magellan after contact was restored Friday.

Loss of jobs blamed on depression

CHAMPAIGN, Ill. (UPI) — Loss of a job is a known cause of depression and a University of Illinois psychology professor says the evidence is an increase in admissions to mental health facilities.

Some community mental health professionals are beginning to do more than just talk with patients about their problems and are serving as out-placement counselors and social workers as a result, said professor Julian Rappaport.

In an article he co-authored for the American Journal of Community Psychology, Rappaport and his colleagues reported finding a clear statistical relationship between changes in employment and the demand for mental health services.

When manufacturing jobless rates went up, admissions of new patients to Illinois state hospitals and case openings in community outpatient facilities rose as well, he said.

"The demand for mental health treatment seemed to come in waves," he said. "For some individuals, the crisis comes quickly after losing a job. For others, the process appears to be more insidious, as economic stress slowly mounts, leading to a rise of admissions several months later."

"We do know some socioeconomic factors are linked to psychological problems," said Joel Cowen of the U of I's College of Medicine at Rockford. "Examples would include low income, single mothers, low educational levels, unemployment."

Other studies in the United States, Europe and Canada have found similar links between employment and mental health. As a result, some psychologists no longer see their role as merely providing psychotherapy to treat those who have developed mental problems.

"Instead of sitting in a room talking to people about how they feel about their childhood, many psychologists are helping people to do things in the real world to prevent mental health problems from arising," Rappaport said.

"They help people get a job, acquire parenting skills or organize a neighborhood or some community child care — an essential service if single parents are to enter the job market. Others work with businesses and educational institutions to provide job training or retraining programs that will allow people to get and hold jobs."
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For Sale

Auto

1983 HONDA CRX, 5 sp. $pl. on, vin. #, 8,000 miles. Good condition. Please call. 457-7900.

1979 VW SUPERBEETLE, sunroof, 78,000 miles, good condition. 290, 457-6113.

AUTOTEQ & TRANSFER. Painted, low miles, equal to 85, 213 e. River Rd., for light or full. 457-4252. Work

GEHIBER HOUSE VEHICLES SOLD IN 10000. Many conversions available. Call 457-4504.

1997 CHEVY 4x4, 4.9, 35,000 miles, 4x4, 35,000 miles, sale, 457-4519.

The MR 660 FISH BIBLE shop is back with more recycled bicycles. Call Mr. Fish. 457-4519.

FEBRUARY 20th. 7:30 PM. Four Corners Inn. Call 457-9376 or 457-9383. Bencod "Handmade" bikes.

Computers

1990 IBM 20 II, hard drive, 3 1/2 drives, 2 floppy drives. $300. Call 457-6199.

MAC T.Y. لت lenses, upgrades (Plus). Complete new system. $900. Very competitive price. We buy all older systems as is. 457-6199.

Newer 386 $700. 486 $1,200, full system or full. 457-6199. For upgrading, bring the old system, a new system or an old system. We will match or beat any price. For parts call 457-6199.

Housing

FOR LEASE: 1 1/2, 2 & 3 bedroom, one and two story houses. From 1980s to present. Many enclosed garages, any style houses. Call 457-6199 for pricing.

FOR SALE: 1 1/2, 2 & 3 bedroom, one and two story houses. From 1980s to present. Many enclosed garages, any style houses. Call 457-6199 for pricing.

For the Professional, Graduate, Faculty & Undergraduate

All Utilities Included

- Close to Campus
- Cable TV Hookup
- Completely Furnished
- Parking
- Laundry Facilities
- Trash Pickup

Marshall & Reed Apartments

111 S. Graham

457-4612
CARBONDALE 3 Bedroom Home 3bd 1-1/2 bath, full kitchen, full laundry, fully furnished. $550/mo. No pets. 529·5130 Ext. P.O. M-F 9-5. For information or to view, call 529·5130 Ext. P.O.
A Review

By Melynda Findlay
Staff Writer

Sarah Martin, Rick Moranis and Joan Cusack all star in a movie that is co-produced by Goldie Hawn. Sounds like it might be funny, doesn’t it?

Prepared for a disappointment. "My Blue Heaven" is a comedy that features Martin as Vincent Antonelli, a New York mafioso who is put into the FBI witness protection program when he is "tainted to testify at a mob trial.

Martin delivers a silly but obnoxious performance as the gangster who doesn’t quite fit in the suburban area where the FBI relocates him. He mows his lawn in $1200 designer suits and can’t figure out how to use a shopping cart in the grocery store.

Martin’s performance is obnoxious because he just isn’t believable. His stereotypical-New York-mafioso-sort-of-Hailean act is phony and makes his character annoying.

Moranis, on the other hand, is funny as the needy “by the book” FBI agent Barney Cooperstine who is put in charge of protecting Antonelli. Although Moranis fits typecast into his usual role as a dork, like the tax attorney in "Ghostbusters" and the scientist in "Honey, I Shrink the Kids," his performance saves the movie.

Moranis is especially funny at the beginning of the film because his character is so straight-laced, providing an entertaining contrast to Martin’s “wild and crazy guy.”

Cusack plays Hannah Stubbs, an assistant District Attorney who is constantly trying to prosecute Antonelli when he just can’t seem to stay out of trouble with the law. Since he is in the witness protection program, he is granted immunity by the FBI and therefore Stubbs is frustrated in her efforts.

Cusack’s performance is, at best, a big let down. One expects a character in a comedy to be at least mildly funny, Cusack just isn’t. Maybe it was the script. Her character is initially portrayed as a woman without a sense of humor, so perhaps she just overplays the part. I think Cusack could use a few acting lessons from her much funnier brother, John.

The major problem with the movie is a script full of holes, inconsistencies and loose ends. re are several events that have no bearing on the outcome of anything.

For example, in one scene Stubbs is taking care of her son’s pet turtle while he is visiting his father for Thanksgiving.

Stop in today at the University Bookstore to fill all your back to school needs.

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE the only place you need to stop!

SPECIAL HOURS
SAT AUG 18, 10-5
SUN AUG 19, 10-5
MON - THURS AUG 20-23 8 AM - 8PM
FRI AUG 24 8 AM - 5:30PM
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SAT 12-5
Comics

SINGLE SLICES by Peter Kohlsaat

DOONESBURY by Garry Trudeau

Shoe by Jeff MacNelly

Calvin and Hobbes

Mother Goose and Grimm

Walt Kelly's Pogo

Today's Puzzle

AROIDS

crass

haute

thec

bun

jester

Peter, the mood here today is not like it was yesterday. A simple, but startling, act of principle has left this town body-slammed.

ON CAPITOL HILL, MRS. DAVIES-

WERT'S STEAMER COLLABORATION

BEGAN TO RALLY TO HER POLI-

TICALLY DECISION TO STEP DOWN.

OH, BY THE WAY, I'VE BEEN

HEARING ABOUT A TOTAL BOYCOTT

OF EXTRACTS FROM IRAQ!

YOU MEAN OTHER PRODUCTS

BESIDES OIL?

YES, I'VE MADE A LIST.

THE BOYCOTT NOW INCLUDES

TANKS AND DEATHS GAS.

President and First Their

Hobbes will now provide

non-secretive

this with an

attendance report.

EXCELLENT! Now club

secretary and Hobbes

will review the

minutes.

Thank you, sir.

This is a

high club.

Because we

have so many

members.

Look, groceries.

Here's a stick.

Let's play
tennis.

I'll throw the stick.

And you keep bring

it back to me.

Possum hate sound
dogs fun.

Somebody between

opening surtout and root canal.

Walt Pogo, any

people in these

animals are

groomers?

Then what do you call

that?

Critters!!

The first thing to

produce specifically

for plush

animals like you!

Today's Puzzle

ACROSS

1. Alligator

2. Unicycle

3. The "Loo"

4. Load

5. Midnight

6. Northern

7. Pheasant

8. Extant

9. Cat

10. Canada

11. Texas

12. Kansas

13. Nebraska

14. Tall

15. Sib.

DOWN

1. Snake

2. Flyrod

3. Dressing gown

4. Sky

5. Elephant

6. Aorta

7. Pug

8. Pigeon

9. Bride

10. Bank

11. Scarecrow

12. Pond

13. Gator

14. "Peanuts"

15. Small home

90 - Sheet

91 - Gents

92 - Down

93 - Pajama

94 - Dressing gown

95 - Dog for 44A

96 - "Loo"

97 - Snail

98 - Aorta

99 - Pug

100 - Bride

101 - Groom

52 - Bank

53 - Scarecrow

54 - Pond

55 - "Peanuts"

56 - Gator

57 - "Peanuts"

58 - Sheet

59 - Gents

60 - Down

61 - Pajama

62 - Dressing gown

63 - Dog for 44A

64 - "Loo"

65 - Snail

66 - Aorta

67 - Pug

68 - Bride

69 - Groom

70 - Bank

71 - Scarecrow

72 - Pond

73 - "Peanuts"

74 - Gator

75 - "Peanuts"

76 - Sheet

77 - Gents

78 - Down

79 - Pajama

80 - Dressing gown

81 - Dog for 44A

82 - "Loo"

83 - Snail

84 - Aorta

85 - Pug

86 - Bride

87 - Groom

88 - Bank

89 - Scarecrow

90 - Pond

91 - "Peanuts"

92 - Gator

93 - "Peanuts"

94 - Sheet

95 - Gents

96 - Down

97 - Pajama

98 - Dressing gown

99 - Dog for 44A

100 - "Loo"

Puzzle answers are on Page 28.

QUATROS ORIGI

N

WHOLE HE

PIZZA

Nutritious & Delicious

Monday's Only

After 4 p.m.

Fast, Free

Delivery Anytime

549-5326

119 N. Washington St. - Chicago, IL 60610
Indoor Plants!

New Shipment
Just Arrived!
All Sizes For Your
Dorm - Ap - Home - Business

Family Tree
Garden Center

Hwy 51 South Carbondale, IL 62903-6333

INTER-FRATERNITY COUNCIL
Welcomes You To
Southern Illinois University
At Carbondale

RUSH
Starts Sun. Aug. 26
All Men Interested In
Joining A Fraternity Call
453-5714 or 453-2633

Students of the game.

Cheryl Venorsky
Southern Illinois University
4th at Carbonelde
First Team Softball
University Division
Administration of Justice Major
3.72 GPA
Sophomore
Hometown: Belleville, Ill.

Mary Jo Firlbach
Southern Illinois University
At Carbondale
Second Team Softball
University Division
Community Health Major
3.21 GPA
Junior
Hometown: Wonder Lake, Ill.

Congratulations to the GTE Academic All-Americans.

They are the leaders of the team. But what makes them even more special is their outstanding academic records. They are the GTE Academic All-Americans, selected by the College Sports Information Directors of America (CoSIDA) for being high achievers in the game as well as the classroom. GTE is proud to be the official sponsor of this 38-year-old program and congratulates these student-athletes on their Academic All-American achievements.

GTE Academic All-America Team
Selected by CoSIDA

*Academia All-Americans are a registered service mark of the T & T South Group, Inc. 1983
RIGHT now, we accept entries on 16mm film, which is what the original entries used to be, but in color, and three- to four-minute videos,” Shaw said. “We don’t accept lim entries simply because we do not have the equipment or the facilities to accommodate the technical demands of the film size. It’s a real shame to have to turn away entries.”

The festival does not have an overall director this year as in the past, Clarke Drazen said, but each day the festival would focus on a different aspect. She said the festival coordinators were particular interested in films dealing with women issues, films dealing with disabled Americans, children’s films, Black American issues and independent comedies. Since the festival also runs through Valentine’s Day, Shaw said the programmers would bow to the lovers in the audience and put together a presentation on “Love in the 90s.”

“There’s going to be something for almost everyone this year,” Shaw said. “The purpose for this festival is to involve the community as well as the University members into exploring the world of independent filmmaking.”

Clarke Drazen noted that the festival’s growth is concurrent with the ideals set forth in both Chancellor Petitt’s 21st Century Plan, the guidelines the chancellor and his staff have put together as a blueprint for the University to make the transition into the next century, and the pledge inscribed on the entrance to Morris Library.

“This administration wants to be known for cultural development and creativity and events such as the Big Muddy Film Festival only enhance our existing reputation,” Clarke Drazen said.

Boruszkowski said she would like to see the community get more involved in the festival.

“I think that if people had access to these films that they really would fall in love with them.”

Boruszkowski said, “Some folks not involved with the University might have some hesitation about going to campus, but if they could be exposed to something in cinema besides car chases and drug deals, they might find that they actually like it.”

Boruszkowski said the festival serves an educational, as well as an entertainment, function.

“...and their friends, for whom...”
Trotskyists see social revolution in world future

LONDON (UPI) — A half-century after Leon Trotsky's assassination, most of Eastern Europe has rejected communism, but British Trotskyists remain confident an international socialist revolution is in the offing.

"We have never been stronger," said Ken Smith of the Militant, one of the most hard-line of Britain's 15 Trotskyist newspapers. He said the spring's violent tax protests signaled the rise of a mass-based revolutionary struggle in Britain.

Smith, a full-time employee of the movement, also cited the Militant's growth since 1964 from a four-page monthly with a handful of supporters to a 16-page weekly with a circulation of about 35,000. John Callaghan, a British scholar who has written three books on the far left, said adherents of Trotsky — the Bolshevik revolutionary and ideologist who was killed 50 years ago Monday — are proportionately stronger in Britain, where he said they number 10,000, than in any other European country.

"There is a special kind of flavor in Trotskyist politics that is very attractive," Callaghan said. "They talk a kind of politics which has drama. Trotskyists are committed to unswerving solidarity with the working class."

Detainees' families doubt speech by Hussein

Saddam, in a statement read by a spokesman, told families of detained foreigners in Iraq and Kuwait that he felt the same anguish he knew they were feeling and blamed the detentions on the Bush administration.

"I don't know what is going to happen," said Murikipudi, 47, whose wife and 10-year-old daughter are being held in Iraq.

They were on a British Airways flight to India that was detained during a stopover in Kuwait on Aug. 2, the day Iraq invaded the tiny emirate.

Murikipudi said Sunday he is trying to prepare mentally for a long and trying period of uncertainty. He said he will return to work "to take my mind off the situation."

Iraq last week said it intended to place detained Westerners at key economic and military sites to guard against attack from Western forces. Saddam said Saturday that foreign nationals—including newborns—would suffer whatever deprivation of food native Iraqis must endure because of the U.S.-led embargo against Iraq.

Saddam said in his long, sometimes rambling, statement Sunday that the Bush administration and British government were to blame for the detention of their nationals because they had deployed forces to the region following the annexation of Kuwait.

"Keeping the foreign nationals in Iraq will lead to opening an in-depth dialogue with the nations hostile to Iraq," he said, cautioning that "if the war breaks out, tens of thousands of people will die and those foreigners are being kept to avert the eruption of such a war."

University Bookstore

everything you need!

Textbooks. New and used. And
* used books save you 25%. All the required course materials plus suggested readings.

Supplies. The ones you expect
* to find like notebooks, pens, pencils, and folders. Others you might not think about like engineering and drafting.

Why shop anywhere else?

Special hours
Mon. - Thurs. Aug. 20 - 23 8 - 8
Fri. Aug. 24 8 - 5:30

Regular hours
Mon. - Fri. 8 - 5:30
Sat. 12 - 5

Visa and Mastercard accepted
Potentially fatal blood disorder traced back farther than a year

Health officials believe the blood disorder ‘has killed at least 27 people since its outbreak was identified last year. The disorder has been traced to a dietary supplement, L-tryptophan.

Health officials believe the blood disorder has killed at least 27 people since its outbreak was identified last year. The federal and state health authorities have linked the outbreak of EMS to a genetically engineered bacteria developed by a Japanese drug company, Showa Denko K.K., which manufactures L-tryptophan. The bacterium was used by the company to enhance its L-tryptophan production.

Dr. Richard M. Silver, associate professor of medicine at the Medical University of South Carolina, said that before the CDC issued an alert on L-tryptophan, he saw a husband and wife suffering from scleroderma, a rash and thickening of the skin, and inflammation of connective tissue deep within the skin. He found that both were taking L-tryptophan.

Silver said the cases reminded him of a paper he read in 1980 that described a similar illness of a patient taking a drug like L-tryptophan. The paper was written by Sternberg, now head of the NIH Interstitute Unit on Neuroendocrine Immunology and Behavior.

The two decided to examine the cases together, and found other patients with skin rashes who also had been taking L-tryptophan.

Sternberg said that, although identifying the contaminant in L-tryptophan will be important in solving the puzzle of EMS, scientists still will not know all the answers.

“We still have to answer the question of why some people became very ill, some became mildly ill, and others showed no adverse symptoms at all,” she said, “when they consumed identical quantities of tryptophan at the same time and from the same source.”

Ojibwa Indians agree to move rail blockade

OTTAWA (UPI) - The Canadian National Railway was able to resume freight operations between Toronto and Winnipeg Sunday when Ojibwa Indians agreed to remove their blockade of the train, "essential rail line.

Railway spokesman Roger Cameron said Ojibwa bands at Longlac and Pic Mobert had agreed to comply with a court injunction handed down late Saturday ordering the Indians to lift their blockade.

“We’re pleased it’s been settled,” Cameron said in a telephone interview from Toronto, adding that a backlog of manufactured goods would be cleared before normal service was restored to the line.

Constable Gary Cooper, spokesman for the Ontario Provincial Police in Longlac, about 180 miles east of Thunder Bay, said the Indians agreed to remove their blockade of the CNR and Canadian Pacific Railway lines after a marathon session of negotiations that ended by mid-afternoon Sunday.

No details of the agreement were released, but Cooper said negotiations between the Indians and the railway would continue.

On Saturday, Canadian freight trains were rerouted through the northeastern United States where the blockade entered its third day.

Hundreds of freight cars and millions of dollars worth of manufactured goods were left sitting in northwestern Ontario as a small group of Indians voted in chains straddled the two east-west lines owned by the two railways.

The 500-member Long Lake band wants its 1-square-mile reserve at Longlac expanded, while the Pic Mobert group located in Mobert is seeking improved living conditions.

The blockades on the two main rail lines in northwestern Ontario also halted VIA Rail Canada passenger service between Toronto and Winnipeg. The next passenger train is due to leave Toronto Tuesday.

VIA Rail spokeswoman Diane Graham said passengers were taking the disruption “very well” and many planned to travel aboard the transcontinental Canadian line.

Spend a year on the phone...on us.

Enter the AT&T Student Saver Plus Sweepstakes and win a year of FREE AT&T Long Distance calls.

10 Grand prizes: one year of FREE AT&T Long Distance
100 1st prizes: $100 worth of AT&T Long Distance
200 2nd prizes: $50 worth of AT&T Long Distance
Instant prizes everyone wins: T-shirts, memo boards, highlighters, notepads.

Enter today at the AT&T booth on campus!

AT&T helping make college life a little easier.

Male Smokers & Non-Smokers Wanted
We will pay $75 to $200 for 3 to 8 sessions must be 21-35 years old call SIU-C Psychology Department 453-3561 or 453-3573 1pm - 4pm

SVI Computer Show
August 22-24, 1990
SIU Student Center Wednesday: 8 am-11 pm
Second Floor Thursday: 8 am-11 pm
Saline Room Friday: 8 am-5 pm

* Register to win prizes:
- free computer system lease for Fall 1990 term
- SVI Gift Certificates
- floppy disks
- Free 2-liter Dr. Pepper to first 50 who register

Live on WCIL-FM
For more information call: Shawnee Video, Inc.SVI Eastgate Mall 628 East Walnut Carbondale, IL 457-4816/529-4424
Many Indiana teachers start year without job contracts

By United Press International

When Indiana children return to school this fall, it's possible their teachers will have no more than education on their minds.

Teachers in about 120 of Indiana's 191 public school districts have no contract for the 1990-991 school year, and there's little teachers or administrators can do to force an agreement if negotiations reach an impasse.

Strikes and third-party binding arbitration are illegal in Indiana, so can only wait and see. A teachers' contract dispute must keep negotiating until an agreement is reached. On the rare occasion when teachers do decline state law and strike, they risk fines or incarcarnation.

"It has gone to the point where the beginning of school is not exactly a big deal in a lot of places," said Joseph Rangel, research director for the Indiana Education Employment Relations Board. "There's no point where there's a necessity for it."

The number of school without contracts actually is about 30-40 less than usual, Ransel said. However, the state has an "abstract" high number of school districts whose teachers are beginning their second or a third year without a contract, he said.

"Teachers in six districts around the state, including Avon (Hendricks County), Loogeeville (Marion County), Joppa (Perry County), Huburt Township (Lake County) and West Central (Madison County), have not had contracts since the end of the 1988-89 school year.

Both sides in the Crawford County (Ind.) strike in July finally agreed to a teachers' contract after a year without a contract, a state record. It took a lawsuit, numerous unfair labor practice complaints and a revamping of the school board before a settlement was reached.

With contract negotiations continuing, the school board president said the result can be a deviation from the current contract.
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE

Presents
BE A STAR
ON CBS!
FREE FOOD
AND BEVERAGES!
"TEST DRIVE" IBM
PS/2 COMPUTERS!
PRODUCT DEMONSTRATIONS,
FREE SAMPLES,
GAMES,
ENTERTAINMENT!
ENTER SWEEPSTAKES TO WIN:
- AN IMPULSE
OR AMIGO FROM ISUZU
and
A WALK-ON ROLE ON
CBS' "The Young & The Restless"
- TWA TICKETS, CD PLAYERS & MORE FROM IBM
- MOUNTAIN BIKE GEAR FOR SPORTS ON YOUR CAMPUS

Campus Fest

DATE: AUGUST 20 & 21
TIME: 10 AM - 4 PM
PLACE: FREE FORUM AREA

FEATURING: IBM • CBS • ISUZU • L'OREAL • HERSHEY'S
• GEAR FOR SPORTS • SUNSHINE BISCUITS • CALVIN KLEIN
• CLOROX • BARNES-HIND • AT&T • AMERICAN EXPRESS • NEWSWEEK
Paper reports Miami to join conference

DALLAS (UPI) — The University of Miami, which has entered discussions about possibly joining the Southeast or Atlantic Coast conferences, has also had informal talks with the Southwest Conference, a newspaper reported Sunday.

"There is so much talking going on, that everybody is talking to everybody," said Rice University athletic director Bobby May. "All it is talk...." The Dallas Morning News quoted, SWC source saying Fred Jacoby and Miami athletic director Sam Jankovich apparently talked last week in Kansas City, Mo., while both men attended meetings of the NCAA post-season football commission.

The SWC source indicated Miami will not be asked to join either the SEC or the ACC, the Morning News article said.

DRAFT, from Page 32

McSwain, who is still hoping to get an NBA tryout, plans to play in the CBA this upcoming season. "I expected to be drafted by the CBA," McSwain said.

"I am still hopeful of getting a tryout," McSwain said. "He is doing his best to give me some opportunities." McSwain also added that he plans to return to school and finish his degree in Industrial Technology.

Both players were recruited and coached by Sam's head coach Rich Herrin, who said seeing his players drafted shows the improvement of the Saluki basketball program. "Seeing players like Freddie and Jerry get drafted shows the improvement of our program," Herrin said. "Both players can compete in the CBA and overseas...."

WYE SUPPLY

Supplies For Your Apartment & Home

(Individual pieces & home)

- Crockery
- Kitchen Ware
- Tools
- Porcelain
- Cast Iron
- Dishes
- Glasses
- And lots more!!!

More Than Just A Discount Store

Take A Walk Through Time

Castle Perilous

NEW: THE GRIMoire - Shadowrun
LEGENDS AND LORE - 2nd edition
THE CHALLENGE - card game
from Lion Rampant

NEW: Expanded selection of pewter pendants, earrings and pins.

NEW: Earn credit certificates with every purchase

NEW: Hours starting August 20
Monday - Thursday noon to 7:00pm
Friday & Saturday noon to 9:00pm
Closed Sunday

SAME: Old location
529-5317 East Entrance
529-5317 On The Island
715 South University

The Campus Safety Program, funded by the Campus Safety Fee Board, offers with the assistance of Women's Services, rape awareness and self-defense workshops, counseling and support for victims of sexual and physical assault, and promotes use of the Brightway Path, Night Safety Van and Women's Night Safety Transit. In coordination with Women's Services, Campus Safety also supports the Program for Rape Education and Prevention, makes speakers available to interested groups (Contact Ms. Lisa Hollabaugh), and supports Women's Safety Week and The Take Back the Night March.

Take the Fright Out of Walking at Night!

Women's Night Safety Transit

Operated Sunday through Friday during the evening hours, the Women's Night Safety Transit is available to female students who are concerned about their safety. Rides are provided to students living off campus to bring them to campus for classes, library, and other activities, and return home.

For rides call: 453-2212

Night Safety Vans

The Night Safety Vans serve University women and men who are concerned about their safety. These vehicles make regular stops at various campus locations. There is no charge for this service. Hours of operation are:

August 20 - October 27, 1990
7:00 p.m. - Midnight
October 28 - December 13, 1990
6:00 p.m. - Midnight

The Evening Van and Transit Car Service

The Evening Van and Transit Car Service is a service to provide transportation for currently enrolled disabled students, faculty, and staff to and from campus for academic purposes on an on-call basis. The Day Van Service transports individuals to and from campus for academic purposes on a scheduled basis.

For rides call: 453-2004

Brightway Path

Purpose: 1) To provide lighted access routes around campus to help ensure the safety of pedestrians. This is the most populated, well-traveled route. Through use of the Brightway Path, the Security Office can concentrate night patrols along the Brightway.

2) This route designates sidewalks which will be cleared of snow and ice so that individuals with disabilities will have access to campus buildings.

If you see a light out, report it to the Physical Plant Department at 453-4371.

USE YOUR #1 DEFENSE - YOUR COMMON SENSE
Becker stops three-match losing streak

INDIANAPOLIS (UPI) - Boris Becker carried the Open with renewed confidence, snapping a three-match losing streak in tournament finals to win the U.S. Men's Hardcourt Tennis Championships.

The three-time Wimbledon winner and defending U.S. Open champ defeated Stefan Edberg and Ivan Lendl entering the Open, which begins later this month.

The triumph gave Becker his third U.S. Open title, following February triumphs in Brussels and Stuttgart. The West German lost finals to John McEnroe in May at Hamburg, to Lendl in June at the Queens tournament and to Edberg in last month's Wimbledon.

"It feels good," Becker said. "I was close to winning a tournament three times and lost in the final. Now I have it back and it feels good going into a big tournament like the Open."

Trailing 14-50 while serving the first game of the match, Becker rallied to hold serve and allowed Lundgren just two more points off his serve the rest of the set. Lundgren was long with a backhand shot to surrender a services break in the fourth game, giving Becker the only opening he needed to take the first set in just 31 minutes.

"My first set was the best of the tournament," Becker said.

Temperatures reached 120 degrees on the court during the second set and slowed both players. Neither held serve in the set until Lundgren served a break point to win the fifth game.

Martin victorious in the NASCAR Spark Plug 400

BROOKLYN, Mich. (UPI) - Marc Martin knew Sunday when he took the lead with 39 laps to go in the NASCAR Champion Spark Plug 400 that it was his race to win, or fate to lose.

"After a while, we saw that no one could stay with us," said Martin, who led 69 of the final 36 laps to claim the 300-lap race at Michigan International Speedway.

"We were kind of strong there at the end. We could have pulled away. They were telling me my laps were easy, but I know the way only we could lose was if something would go wrong."

The victory was the second of the season for Martin, who earlier this year won the Richmond 400. The Batesville, Ark., native had stumbled on hard times in his last six races, cracking the top five only twice.

"We had some bad times this year," said Martin, 31. "We had a race car today that we've been looking for a while. We've had some good runs lately spoiled by some bad luck—flat tires, crashes and those kinds of things."

"But today the car was hooked up. It had tons of horsepower. It handled like you wouldn't believe."

The win also enabled Martin to stretch his Winston Cup lead over Dale Earnhardt to 40 points. Martin has 2,854 points and Earnhardt—who finished second—had 2,814.

Greg Sacks finished 1.7 seconds behind Martin, his best finish this year. Sam Bass was third by three seconds.

Learn to Skydive!

Archway Skydiving Centre
Sparia, Ill.
1-618-443-9020 1-618-443-2091
800-344-4764
With This Coupon Receive $5.00 OFF
First Jump Course
Fri. Sat. Sun. 10 a.m.
(does not apply to group rates)

GET IN THE GAME!!!

with the Saluki Baseball Team and
The Saluki Sports Pass

Southern Illinois University boasts one of the most successful collegiate baseball programs in the nation. Since 1966 the Salukis have appeared in 14 NCAA Regionals, five College World Series, and they have won the Missouri Valley Conference title six times including last season when they posted a sparkling 49-14 record. Coach Richard "Itchy" Jones is one of the most successful collegiate coaches of all time with 761 wins to his credit. In his twenty-one years at the helm Jones has sent 13 players to the major leagues including current stars Dave Stieb of the Toronto Blue Jays and Steve Finley of the Baltimore Orioles.

Please print clearly

Saluki athletic event pass - $30.00
Deserved head-fell seat with athletic event pass - FREE
Football license with athletic event pass - FREE
Total merchandise (subject to SLUC)

Mail to: Athletic Ticket Office
SIU Arena - Room 118
Southern Illinois University at Carbondale
Carbondale, IL 62901
FOOTBALL, from Page 32

said, "The competition is good for the team." One case of bad news came to the Saluki camp last week as the team got word that fifth-year senior center Gale Kinnon will not finish his career with the Salukis. Masta's forte was "last home game in the 1989 season set off an arthritic condition which has ended his football career."

The offense, which focused on the pass last season will continue to air it out, but it will also get the running game more involved. Starting tailback Antonio Moore said that the more balanced offense should help open up the passing game.

"We have a lot of strong, fast running backs that can do the job," Moore said. "The more successful the running game is, the more the passing game will open up." Senior defensive end Kevin Kilgallon said that the Salukis defense, which gave up most points in the fourth quarter last season, should be improved with more depth and conditioning.

"Our depth has increased from last year," Kilgallon said. "We are much stronger, and that should help us late in the game.

Volleyball, from Page 32

The defense and offense must be up to taking on an 11-game schedule that features away games at the University of Illinois and the University of South Carolina, both Division I-A teams. The 11 teams on the 1990 slate boast a 1989 win-loss record of 75-40.

Adding another challenge to the Salukis' season is that the squad will only have four home games on the schedule, and only two Gateway Conference home games. The players, however, have not let these factors get them down. Players such as Cubbins and junior receiver Ian Oliver are satisfied with the team's progress and their chances this fall.

"We are opening our season away at Ball State. It is tough competition," Hageney said. "That is what makes me nervous. I just assume that we'll proceed as usual.

"The whole team has been working hard at practice," Gabbert said. "I think we're going to do some things this fall.

"Practice has been hard," Oliver said. "But we look strong, as we can tell that we're improving.

FAIR, from Page 32

If the sound of loud motors isn't to your liking, try the sounds of bars filled slapping against fresh mud. The Du Quoin State Fair has begun, and the tournament will be held Sept. 1.

Teams consisting of 12 players will try to defeat three-time defending champion Lively's Bar and Brooklyn, Mich. (U.S. Central, 19-2), going against Cyprus, Calif. (U.S. West, 18-1), at 5 p.m. The first round concludes Wednesday when Shippenburg, Pa. (U.S. East, 15-0), plays Mobile, Ala. (U.S. South, 11-2), at 1 p.m. and Ramsay Air Force Base, West Germany (Europe, 3-0), faces Taichung County, Chinese Taipei (Far East, 12-0), at 5 p.m.

Semifinal games in the single-elimination tournament are scheduled for Thursday — the foreign final at 2 p.m. and the American final at 5 p.m. The nationally televised (ABC) championship game is set for next Saturday beginning at 4 p.m.

All games will be played at Howard J. Lamade Stadium in South Williamsport.

For East teams have won 18 of the last 23 series and 13 of these championships were won by teams from Chinese Taipei. That country's three-year title string was snapped last year by U.S. East representative Trumbull, Conn.

For the third time in Little League history, a girl will be in a series uniform.

Kelly Craig, a 12-year-old pitcher/first baseman on the Canadian entry, follows in the footsteps of Victoria Brucker of San Pedro, Calif., last year, and Victoria Roche of Brussels, Belgium (the European entry), in 1984.

Boiled Shrimp - $2.89 lb
Boiled Crawfish - $2.29 lb
Live Blues by — Stoppin' Henry Blue Featuring Tall Poui...and "Radical Jazz" by Liquid
NEW YORK (UPI) — New York Yankees Manager Stump Merrill, who led the club to a winning record since the end of July, was given a two-year contract extension Sunday in one of the final acts of owner George Steinbrenner.

"Stump has done a fine job with the club and has worked hard with the young players," Steinbrenner said. "The kids he has brought up, all with less time, a year of major-league service, have been fierce competitors. I am pleased with the results he had with these youngers.

Steinbrenner made the announcement just one day before his deadline to step down as the Yankees' general partner. Steinbrenner had until Aug. 20 to remove himself as general partner in connection with a $40,000 payment to a known gambler for damaging information on former Yankee outfielder Dave Winfield.

Merrill, 46, was appointed manager June 6 in place of the fired Bobby Don, who had posted an 18-31 record. Merrill has led the club to a 20-39 mark, including a 15-13 mark since July 27.

The Yankees are just two games under .500 since the All-Star break going 18-20. I am extremely happy with the fact that the owner would show such confidence in me with an extended contract. It is the finest in 14 years that I have more than a one-year contract," said Merrill. Merrill had been a manager in the Yankee minor-league system for several years before receiving the promotion to New York. I am absolutely elated and I'll be insistent to Steinbrenner for the rest of my life.

"I hope we can accomplish the goals we set out initially to restore this organization to the prominence it has been accustomed to. I'm proud as hell to wear a Yankee uniform."